INTRODUCTION

1 - 8 WAIT ;; \{twirl vine\} \{pick up, sd cls\} \{roll across to LOP LOD\} \{thru twinkle\} \{thru face cls\} \{repeat meas. 1, 2, & 3 to RLOD\} ;; \{pickup, sd cls\} \{forward waltz\} \{manuver sd cls\} \{spin turn overturned\} \{impetus semi\} \{thru face close\} \{side draw tch L, & R\} \{& hold\};; 

PART A

1 - 8 L TRNG BOX, side car ending ;;;;; \{left turning box to SCAR\} \{twirl vine\} \{pick up, sd cls\} \{roll across to LOP LOD\} \{thru twinkle\} \{thru face cls\} \{repeat meas. 1, 2, & 3 to RLOD\} ;; \{pickup, sd cls\} \{forward waltz\} \{manuver sd cls\} \{spin turn overturned\} \{impetus semi\} \{thru face close\} \{side draw tch L, & R\} \{& hold\};; 

PART B

1 - 8 FWD WZ ; MANUV sd cls ; SPIN TURN overturned ; BK HLF BOX to fc WALL ; TWIRL VINE 3 ; FWD FC CLS ; SD DRAW TCH ; & R ; & HOLD*;

1-6 \{twirl vine\} \{manuver\} \{impetus semi\} \{side draw tch L, & R\} \{& hold\} 2nd time only hold 1 full measure in CP ;

ENDING

1 - 2 SD DRAW TCH L ; SD DRAW TCH R, & HOLD ;

1-6 repeat meas 5 & 6 of part D ;

TONIGHT II

Baton Rouge, La. 70815 (225)275-8438 e-mail hdufrn@cox.net

Music: Tonight - Barbara Mandrell (available from Walmart downloads)

Rhythm & Phase: Waltz, Ph II +2 (cross hover / open impetus)

Footwork: Opposite. Directions for man except where noted.

Speed: 100%

Sequence: Intro - ABCD - ABCD - AC(mod) - ending.